
ImproVision
ImproVision: VooDoo Burlesque—WAG 

We flash our zombie boobs at you to show our 
appreciation for your 10 years of support during 
ImproVision’s 10th Winnipeg Fringe Festival, 
and to celebrate a decade of improvising with 
mousetraps, clothespins, etc., and you can stick 
us with suggestions like the vivacious voodoo 
dolls we are, PLUS founding member Ed Cuddy’s 
been blackmailed into our annual one-night stand 
11 pm Wednesday, July 25—AND if you want 
to strip on stage talk to us—AND aren’t run-on 
sentences exhausting?

Aerial Angels
TRUE STORY—MTYP Mainstage

TRUE STORY first toured in 2002-2003, and 
it’s neat coming back to it. My boobs are a little 
lower and my dad is dead, so it’s a different show 
for me as well as for the audience.

Someone told me to stress “easy parking!” to 
get people out to MTYP. EASY PARKING! Also, 
fire eating, aerial silks, some funny and some 
sad. Six characters, one actor, and you. www.
facebook.com/allthegoodtrickshurt

The Works
Three-letter Words—MTYP Richardson Hall

The jagged flash on a field of black is a windmill, 
a ninja star, the back door of an angel, or a patch 
of light glimpsed between something’s fangs.

Each jagged point is a poem with a twist, a 
rant, a rave, a joke as old as the hills, or a white 
flash shining at the end of a throat.

Three-letter Words: at times nasty and irrever-
ent, at times filled with humour and heart, but 
always packing a poetic punch.

Two Unruly Gentlemen 
Two Corpses Go Dancing—WAG

A dark, macabre folk tale musical of dybbuks 
and ghosts!

When a demon finds himself restless in the 
great city of Warsaw he discovers two dead 
and forgotten souls to play with. What fun it is 
to manipulate hapless corpses!

Itche and Finkle have no memory of their 
deaths and strive to reclaim what they have lost. 
Unfortunately, for them, the consequential cost 
of ‘undead life’ might be greater in worth than 
that of their sad and tormented souls.

John Montgomery Theatre Company

Preparation Hex— RRC

The show is, at its heart, a love story—the 
totally true story of how I fell in love with an 
amazing, and unfortunately unavailable woman, 
interspliced with the equally true story of my 
battle with a debilitating hemorrhoid.

It is all about the mistakes I made in looking 
for my one true love, how I truly felt that I had a 
hex placed on me, and the outrageous things I 
did to try to remedy that situation.

Venue 12

Various Companies—WAG

The Fringe’s coolest new venue has comfy swivel 
seats, a coffee bar, and priceless works of art! 
Experience dangerous women, singing women in 
danger, improv, crime solvers, insomniac recluses, 
booming drums, pharmaceutical astronauts, more 
improv, sexy moms, and dancing corpses all at 
Venue 12 – the Winnipeg Art Gallery. Plus $2 
off admission to the Fairy Tales, Monsters, and 
the Genetic Imagination exhibit with your Fringe 
ticket stub. Did we mention the swivel seats?

Comedy Illusions of Greg Wood

Fringe Family Fun Show—The Argue Building

First show SOLD OUT for the fabulous, fantastic 
Fringe Family Fun Show.

CBC gives it four stars. 

Get your tickets early before they sell out. Bring 
the whole family. At $5 you can’t go wrong.

Hidden Harlequin Theatre

Guernica—Warehouse

April 26, 1937: a small Spanish town attacked 
by aerial bombers. Nearly everything was de-
stroyed, but from the rubble came creation: a 
painting that would preserve the town’s people 
beyond any human lifespan. This is the story of 
that creation—the story of Picasso’s “Guernica”.

“A fascinating, well-conceived drama that 
commands your attention and doesn’t let it go” 
–Edmonton Journal, 4.5 stars.

“A must see play for art lovers, history lovers, 
play lovers, and really just any ‘lover’” –Sound 
and Noise, Edmonton.

Theatre Outgrabe
Artichoke Heart—MTYP Mainstage

Peter and Maria don’t mean to fall in love, but 
in a world where all their friends are musical 
instruments and speaking poetry is a sexual 
act, what chance do they have?

Quick, comic dialogue served up with a meaty 
helping of Pablo Neruda poetry, and a snazzy 
musical score written and performed live by Tom 
Keenan, Artichoke Heart is a theatrical feast you 
don’t want to miss!
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